
 

Brant Lake Week 6 Harvest Summary 2015 
Crew Leader:  Chris Burnham 
Week of:  10/5/15 
Crew:   Pete Morehouse, Blayne Colvin 
 

Operations- 

Monday- Big Rock Cove 

Site 60: most plants concentrated to the west and north of the area. 2’ tall single-stem plants 
found intermittently around the rock pile. 1/2  bag found. 

Site61:  intermittent 3’ single-stem plants are most prevalent. The occasional larger plant is 
found but the majority of plants seem thin and tall not falling apart easily. Work went from the 
site marker and moved SW. 2 bags picked 

Site59:  single and double stem plants spread around. ¾ bag. 

Tuesday- North End 

Site 42- mostly single-stem sporadic growth with a few multi-stem plants found around the 
boat dock. ½ bag found. 

Site 43- intermittent, random plants tall, single-stem. ¼ bag 

Site 44- a shallow area with large amounts of grasses. Volume of plants found mostly west of 
the site markers. Plants are small and multi-stem fragmenting easily. 7 1/4 bags picked. 

Site 47- Heading toward site 48 plants are moderate in density covering a large area. Picking tall 
single and double stem plants out of bassweed growth. 6 bags picked 

Wednesday- North End 

Site 47- revisited in order to clean better. The area is worked some more. 5.5 bags removed 

Site 52- rock pile W of site point, intermittent plants found deep 15-20’. 1.5 bags 

Site 53- mostly grasses and bassweed holding few small plants, 10 total. 

Site56- no plants found swimming the last hour of the day. 

Site 50- a couple of big rocks and a 5mph buoy hold very little milfoil, 15 small, single-stem 
plants found. 



Thursday- Big Rock Cove and South End 

Site 57- the big boulder between the island and mainland had a small clump of plants found 
along the drop off of the point. 25 plants. 

Site 7- produced scattered multi-stem plants. 1 bag 

Site 6- single-stem plants along the bottom spread randomly. Produced 1.5 bags.  Both Site 6 
and 7 hold intermittent clumps of plants throughout the entire littoral. 

Site 4- a shallow rocky area with a few 1’ tall scattered plants, mostly NW of the site marker. 
 

Site3- 5 plants removed, all were short, single-stem. 
 

Site 2- a few scattered plants short and multi-stem. 10 plants 
 

Site 81- out in the middle in the bassweed found mature, easily fragmented plants in small 
clusters.  There is more work that could be done at this site and was not finished at the end of 
our day. 8 bags picked. 
 

Site1- the boat launch was cleared at the end of the day 8 small plants found and cleared. 
  

Week totals:   35.5 bags  887.5 lbs 

 

  







 

 


